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S. C. gives drinking proposal tenative support
by Margie Johnson

A motion supporting the rights
of students to drink within the
privacy of their rooms was given
conditional support by the Student Congress in their Jan. 29
meeting. Debate was lengthy and
heated as various representatives
expressed their feelings and those
of their constituencies. As one
student stated, "Everybody drinks
in the rooms now. If somebody
gets rowdy, somebody does something about it."
Some felt that the support
given to Hope by church groups
was of primary concern. "Many
students would vote against it,
feeling tuition would go up. They
are afraid givers in the church
would object."

Senior Roger Prindle maintained that "the resident assistant
has no legal right to go in a room.
Most students are of a legal age.
All this proposal would say is that
the college recognizes what is
legal-that we can't go in others'
rooms."
Another student stated, "Quite
a few students came here because
they Uked the 4no drinking' rules,
and they don't want them lifted."
Of major importance to the
issue was a letter from President
Gordon Van Wylen. After reviewing the situation, he maintained
that the present rules barring student drinking on campus should
be kept as they are. "In my
judgment, after considering the
proposal you have made and other

alternatives as well, I have concluded that our policy of prohibiting the use of alcohol in the
residence halls or on campus is the
best course of action to follow."
Debate was followed by a roll
call vote in which the proposal
gained temporary support. Before
any further action on this motion
will be taken. Student Congress
Vice. President Gwen DeBoer
urged the represerttatives to, "Go
back to the halls and get number
votes on this issue to see if the
students are behind it."
The other major proposal concerning campus life was a statement reconfirming the need to
maintain a system of parietal
hours. Included was a statement
prohibiting individual housing

units from increasing the mini- anything." Others agreed with Benmum hours established by the son that "smoking hampers
Campus Life Board. This proposal learning."
It was brought up that the
was approved, with little debate.
Dave Benson brought before student handbook states a no
the congress a proposal which smoking policy. A vote was then
would ban all smoking in the taken which approved a reaffirmaclassroom. Benson was concerned, tion of this policy. It was decided
"as a non-smoker, to find any way that a memo will be circulated as
possible to halt smoking in the a reminder to the faculty to enclassroom. Other students also force, and not violate, this rule.
Concerning Dorm Councils, a
object to the smell of the smoke."
He added, "Basically I am report was submitted by students
looking to see if it would receive AUtema, Morse and Shadwell inany support from the Student , vestigating the effectiveness of the
Congress. If not, I will take it councils as a means of promoting
campus community. They conhigher."
One representative reacted say- cluded that the desired sense of
ing, "I think it is a ridiculous idea cohesion was not being attained
for the SC to do anything about and outlined policies to remedy
it. I don't think it will accomplish the problem.
One suggestion the report contains is an increase in the maximum amount of dorm dues to be
levied. Added to the report was a
proposal that "all resident funds
not used should be refunded
equally at the end of the year."
The report and motion were then
approved.
The meeting concluded with a
discussion of a proposed physical
education course in aerobics. This
one hour class would be mandatory with the other required
course left to the discretion of the
students. An informal tally indicated that most students "feel it is
up to us whether to be fit or not."
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'More funds available'

anchored inside

Aid increases with tuition
Students feeling the squeeze of
a $ 3 1 0 tuition hike and unable to
locate their parents' treasure
chests may well wonder if financial aid will bolster their sagging funds for next year's educational expenses.
Bruce Himebaugh, Director of

1
BRUCE HIMEBAUGH

Frats aid in
fund- raising
Members of the Cosmopolitan
Fraternity and the Alpha Phi
Omega Service Fraternity spent
their free hours last week canvassing residential areas to help raise
money for the local March of
Dimes.
The Cosmos were led by captains Gus Lukow and Rob Pocock
and collected the largest amount
ever received from the area they
covered. A-Phi-0 was lead by
team captain Ralph Schubert
Both of these organizations
have already pledged support to
the upcoming bowling tournament sponsored by the March of
Dimes.

Financial Aid, said his office is
struggling under " n o more of a
crisis than usual. Each year brings
a four to five percent increase in
the number of students applying
for aid packages. Fortunately, the
college gives us funds proportionally greater than the percent
of increase in fixed tuition fees
for aid use."
According t o Himebaugh, onethird of financial aid funds are
provided by the college. Of the
$460,000 appropriated for this
purpose in 1975, approximately
ten percent came from endowments, and 90 percent f r o m
waivers, or a discounting of costs.
The balance of funds for financial aid comes from Federal government
programs,
primarily
Work Study, Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants, National
Direct Student Loans and Basic
Opportunity Grants, which Hope
has n o control over. "We have
been approved what will amount
to an eight percent increase in aid
from the government, which puts
us in a much better situation
financially than many other
schools."
On the national scene, both the
Ford and Nixon administrations
have attempted to eliminate both
the Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant and the National
Direct Student Loans. Congress
has thus far resisted these cuts, as
well as turned down Ford's recent
proposal t o cut back on appropriations for next year's Basic
Opportunity Grants.

"Generally, there will be more
funds available next year to ease
the strain brought on by the
tuition hike," said Himebaugh.
"Financial aid is not a recruitment
tool. Equal consideration is given
to incoming freshmen and to
upper-classmen, and aid packages
are set up to correspond to the
changing financial situation of the
family."
Getting applications in on time

is essential for maximum aid eligibility. Michigan students currently enrolled must have their
applications and Parent Financial
Statements in by March 4 for the
Michigan Competitative or Tuition Grant. Parental statements
should J ) e turned into the Financial Aid office on campus no
later than May 1 for aid from the
college.
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Broadcasts planned

Cable t v. comes to Hope
Hope will soon be both receiving and broadcasting cable television according to Associate
Professor of Communication Dr.
Theodore Nielsen. Continental
Cable Television is currently in
the process of installing lines
around the city of Holland with
plans to begin service in March.
The benefits of cable television, Nielsen said, are that along
with receiving area television stations
as
with
conventional
equipment, cable TV Will bring
two stations from Chicago and
one station f r o m Detroit to Holland.

In addition there will be "local
origination channels." These include a municipal channel that
will be run by the city of Holland,
a public access channel which will
provide free, uncensored television time Jto the public, and an
educational channel. Hope will be
broadcasting on the latter.
Nielsen said that with the equip
ment the school already owns,
broadcasts can be done from the
studios in Lubbers Hall. Without
cable TV he said broadcasting
would require $10,000 worth of
additional equipment.
Nielsen said- that although
there is a fee the school must pay

*

PREPARING FOR CABLE T.V.—Students both from Hope and from
the Holland community are participating in^ the communication
department's Community Television Production class in preparation for
the arrival of cable television in March.

for cable reception in the dorms,
there is no charge for broadcasting.
Currently the communication
department is offering a course in
community television production.
In the course, Hope students direct programs produced by mem-

bers from the Holland community. "The course is designed
to get people ready for cable
television," Nielsen said. .
Ministers, librarians, teachers
and other community workers are
involved in the course this semester.
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Hope College—'a school of and for specialists'
by Robert Eckert

Dr. Dykstra works so hard defining and explaining a liberal
education to us. He tells us how
different disciplines^ can be integrated, how it provides for the
growth of the whole person. Hope
students learn about a liberal education from Dr. Dykstra, but
where did he learn about it?
Surely Hope could not have
been his model What is so logical
and well-constructed in his course
is a matter of disagreement, disinterest and difficulty in the Hope
community.
All those people we call the
administration don't seem to be
able to agree on what liberal
education is; students seem to
have no interest in it; and many
teachers seem to have difficulties
implementing i t
Recently I had the opportunity
to talk for a short while with-Bill
Vandenberg, Hope's eastern admissions representative. He was
strongly in favor of anchor
staffers receiving academic credit
for their work. "You learn by
doing," he said.
This essay is not intended to
weigh the merits of his suggestion
for the anchor staff or to consider
the truth of his generalization.
However, it is intended to point

out the disunity in the educational philosophies of Hope administrators that his sentiments
represent ~
Hope is not run on the assumption that one learns by doing, yet
one of the school's recruiting
representatives is operating on
that assumption. If he believes
that is what a liberal education is
and if he believes Hope does it
that way, then how many new
students come here sharing his
beliefs only^ to find that at Hope
one primarily learns by listening
and not by doing?
Before I make Vandenberg
look like some kind of renegade, I
should point out that his views are
well-founded. Students do receive
credit for working in Philadelphia,
for writing apprenticeships and
for camping out x on weekends.
Rather than helping to resolve the
different philosophies, however,
these examples only serve Jtq
sharpen the distinction between
those who would organize education around classrooms and those
who would organize it around
field work.
Given such programs as the
Philly semester, it makes sense
that one would think a liberal
education at Hope involves learning by doing. Yet given the bulk

of student experience, one sees
that such programs represent inconsistencies in Hope's educational structure.
If a liberal education is designed to integrate all disciplines it
must operate on each discipline
with the same assumptions. Yet
Hope's organizers deal with the
unit of liberal education" in parts
and fragments.
Of course these inconsistencies
may be no more than a response
to student demands. Are students
even interested in receiving a
liberal education?
A recent proposal by the physical education department would
establish a course that requires
that students actually gain some
physical education and improve
their physical condition. Yet
initial student response is t h a t
"we have the right to be unfit."
What student would question the
establishment of a new course in
any other department on the
grounds that "we have the right to
be ignorant"?
The phys. ed. proposal makes
legitimate a requirement whose
present worth is at best questionable. One hour a week of pingpong serves no purpose other than
occupying a student for one hour
a week.
For once we have an opportunity to truly incorporate the
phys. ed. department in the development of the whole person.
Many students dislike the proposal because it requires physical
improvement. Is that so different

from the intellectual improvement give degrees. It's a school of and
required in every other course?
\ for specialists.
Any individual department is
Maybe it bothers students that
they won't be able to b.s. their strong and any individual major
way through an essay exam, or program is strong. If you want to
maybe they think it is unfair there be a biologist or a historian it's a
are no Cliffs notes to help them good school But if you want the
through a test on physical im- much-publicized benefits of wellroundedness, you're in the wrong
provement.
The best support fbr the place. Well-rounded at Hope
proposal is that it is truly in the means that if you're a chemistry
spirit of a liberal education. The major, ten years from now you'll
proposal makes the phys. ed. de- turn on a radio in the lab to
partment valuable to us all and Mozart's 40th and think to yournot only to phys. ed. majors as it self, "Where have I heard that
is now-yet students are not in- before?"
Hope makes much of its
terested.
One might argue that the core uniqueness and then does everycurriculum is proof enough of thing possible to make it fit in
Hope's dedication to liberal edu- with anybody's values. Hope
cation. Even though the core re- seems to believe more in what will
quirements give some semblance sell-either to a prospective stuof administrative agreement on dent, or a potential contributorwhat liberal education is, and even and less in its own definition of
though student acceptance of that purpose.
If Hope claims to provide such
core suggests they do have an
interest in liberal education, how * an excellent liberal education then
many teachers further the goals of integration of disciplines should
be paramount. Instead we hctve a
liberal education in class?.
Science courses for non-majors, strong x department for those
for example, often amount to who will be x majors and a strong
information we had in eighth y department for those foundagrade in post-graduate language. tions that contribute to y, and the
Few core courses integrate the two never meet.
A college can either complete a
fundamentals of various disciplines, while many are little more person's education by tying tothan unsatisfactory introductions gether the many areas of learning
and knowledge or it can begin an
to the teacher's pet concern.
The blame does not rest on the education by serving only as a
individual teachers. It lies in the preparatory step to graduate
structure that has been developed school or getting a job. A liberal
at Hope through the years. Hope arts college does the former, Hope
is a graduate school that doesn't does the latter.

as it is in heaven
BANANA SPLITS
MEN'S
$29.00
WOMEN'S $27.00

BOOR'S BOOTERY
51 EAST 8TH ST., HOLLAND

Looking for Something
New and Different?
WE HAVE SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
GIFTS - BRIEFS AND ATTACHE CHASES
STATIONERY - SCHOOL AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
SCRAP BOOKS - PHOTO ALBUMS
PLAYING CARDS - CHESS SETS
GAMES - PUZZLES
. HALLMARK CARDS AND PARTY GOODS
LARGEST SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
ANYWHERE...!

W* Cash
Personal Checks

STATIONERS
DOWNTOWN, NEXT TO PENNEY'S

ON THE MALL
IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN HOLLAND

Itching ears
by K. Gary Hasek
and Tom Westervelt
Once not very long ago, a people who called
themselves O.H. (Orthodox Hohum) employed the
services of a pair of young theological investigators.
The two, named St. Gary de.Zwemer and St.
Thomas de Durfee, were to write affirmations of the
O.H. faith so that the dwindling following of O.H.
would know for certain that they held within their
doctrines all that was known to be true.
St. Gary and St. Thomas met together in the "Pit
of Prophets" where they proceeded in their e n deavor. Both spent long hours of biblical research in
vast silence. One day the silence was suddenly
interrupted as one spoke to the other of what he
had come upon in his reading.
"I do not know what I am doing," bellowed St.
Gary. .
"What?' St. Thomas asked.
"That's it! Paul says it right here in Romans
7:15," Gary explained.
"Indeed, this - is great revelation," retorted
Thomas.
That moment was the beginning of a whole new
way of life for those two as they continued in
discovering more and more of the missing links of
faith which they had not known in the Hohum
movement.
One of the primary verses of their conviction
became Hebrews 6:1. "Therefore let us leave the
elementary teachings about Christ and go on to
maturity." They found that Christ was not enough
and that those of OJi. were dwelling in immaturity.
They could no longer work for O.H. so they
established a gathering for themselves which had no
significant name.
This new religion of "truth" became, a new
dynamic force in many areas of western Michigan
because of its appeal to the common middle
American. ^
Farmers were attracted by the great claims that
they no longer would face drought, for the Lord
himself had said, "When you see a cloud rising in
the west immediately you say, 'It's going to rain'
and it does." Luke 12:59.

Many, such as Epicurean college students and
young businessmen, were brought into the fold by
such teachings as "Bread is made for laughter and
wine gladdens life, and money answers everything."
Ecclesiastes 10:19.
There were also new rules for living which the
"Saints" had discovered and all converts were to
follow.
Examples: All should dress in white in accordance with Ecclesiastes 9:8, "Let your garments be
always white." This caused many new laundry
businesses to flourish wherever these people settled.
Dietary laws such as the requirement that the eating
of young birds, freshly taken from their nests, be
done so that they would "live long" as God
promised in Deuteronomy 23:6, 7.
They found that the use of indoor toilets was not
scriptural so they got together and built outhouses
for themselves in obedience to Deuteronomy 23:12,
13. "You shall have a place outside the camp and
you shall go out to it; and you shall have a stick
with your weapons; and when you sit down outside
you shall dig a hole with it and turn back and cover
up your excrement."
This building of outhouses soon became a regular
occasion and for seven days each year they celebrated the "Feast of Booths" following God's
command in Deuteronomy 16:13, "You shall keep
the feast of booths seven days."
A recent interview was held with the leaders of
this contemporary religious extravaganza. When
asked how they thought they could most effectively
spread their "truth" to other areas of the world
they responded by saying, "We wish to obey what
God has shown to uS in Deuteronomy 18:7 and 9.
-Therefore I command you. You shall set apart
three cities,' and if we obey Him He t^lls us again,
'then you shall add three other cities to those
three.'"
The above tale is of course absurd. Although the
doctrines and practices are fictional and are not
intended to reflect any one person or organization,
they are nevertheless representative of reality. It is
hoped that Christians will heed the admonition of
Paul to Timothy in II Timothy 4:1-5 and put aside
their itching ears.
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Recommend tests for
early mono detection
by Tom MoConnon

Mononucleosis strikes about
10,000 college students in the
U.S. every year, with about 20 to
25 Hope students per year being
bedridden, according to nurses at
the Health Clinic.
Many students come in during
the course of the year experiencing symptoms like those of
mononucleosis. The first signs of
mono are the characteristic
swollen glands and high f6ver.
During this time the victim may
also experience severe sore throat,
general fatigue and may suffer
from headaches and chilliness.
But, due to the uncertain cause
of the disease, the symptoms are
not cut and dried. These same
symptoms also apply to such illnesses as leukemia, hepatitis and
Hodgkin's disease.
Actual diagnosis of mono is
impossible without a blood test.
This is done through,a series of
tests for the white blood count,
tests of the size of the white
blood cells and certain of their
clotting properties. After it has
been determined that the student
has mono, he is either sent home
to rest, or confined to his room, *
depending on the severity of the
case.
There is no "cure" for the
illness, but lots of rest is prescribed. The Health Clinic also
gives antibiotics to most of the

students with mono, not because
it does anything to stop the illness
but because it helps to maintain
the body's defenses while weakened with mono.
After a period ranging from 3
weeks to 3 months, the patient is
completely rid of the virus. During the period of the sickness,
however, the disease is communicable. It is not, hpwever, as contagibus as most people think, for
it is only transferred by means of
direct contact with the infected
person's saliva, mucus surfaces, or
means of this sort.
It is not so contagious that
anyone in contact will necessarily
contract the disease; in fact, researchers have trouble inducing
mono in test patients.
Mono's symptoms are not aP
ways so serious. Recently a college ran a test for mono on
incoming freshmen and 25 percent tested positive; that is, they
had antigens in their blood which
showed that they had at one time
experienced the' illness. When
questioned, however, only six percent remembered ever having had
mono.
In some cases, severe complications can arise from the disease,
including heart damage, spleen
rupture and liver infection. It is
therefore always a safe precaution
to have a test when showing any
of the symptoms associated with
mono.

Update—Muste Book Fund
•

•

'

.

*

Monies buy 18 books
In May, 1974, the Board of
Trustees set aside $1,000 for the
A. J. Muste Book Fund. With the
interest yielded annually, which is
about $70, Van Zoren Library is
to buy books dealing with peace
and reconciliation.
The memorial was established
in the hope of inspiring interest
among the students. "The amount
received from the interest of the
fund restricts, us from buying a
large amount of books," said
Librarian Robert Grant. However,
the selection does cover a wide
range. On file are books covering
such topics as pacifism,, the

Valentine
Gifts and Cards

BAKER BOOK HOUSE
COLLEGE CAMPUS
STUD€NT REPRESENTATIVE
Needed to Sell Brand Name
Stereo Components to
Students at Lowest Prices!
High Commissions, No
Investment Required.
Seniors ONL Y inquireFAD COMPONENTS INC.
200 PASSAIC AVENUE
FAIRFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07006
Jerry Diamond-201/227-6814

ACTION - CHALLENGE
- TRAVEL
World-Wide Opportunities in
Christian Service. AH Skills
needed. Ages Wand over.
Single or families. Tm-Yr.
term. Write to:
CHRISTIAN SERVICE CORP.
P.O. BOX9336
(DEPT. 1)
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2005

I

growth of the "war disease," and
the' development * of the peace
idea. In total, the A. J. Muste
Fund contains 18 books.
Muste was one of Hope's
alumni. He was a conscientious
objector during World War II
when anti-war protestors were not
popular. Hope decided to keep his
name in memory by establishing a
fund representing his ideas of
peace. Muste believed that Christians should not fight in the war.

RUSH 76—Rush events ranging from smokers to lit meetings are being held this week to acquaint
potential pledges with the various fraternities and sororities on campus. Pool at the Golden Eightball was
the activity sponsored Wednesday night by the Arkies.

Parking ordinance revised

Consider senior citizen center
Community development and
spot demolition funding were
major topics of discussion during
the town council meeting Wednesday. The council reviewed a proposal to expand on necessary appropriations for demolition funds
to destroy 20 houses in the Holland area and to support loan
guarantees for a rehabilitation
fund to support present and
future community services to its
citizens.
George Coward, a representa' tive for the Good Samaritan
center. in' Holland, suggested a
neighborhood petition toward the
development of a senior citizen
center in Holland. The suggestion
is presently under consideration
by the town council.
Effective immediately, a revised parking ordinance was carried to resolve problems concerning snow removal from community parking areas. Proposal
681 is an amendment to the

Calvin exhibits Dutch
masters collection
An art exhibition of 62 works
created by Dutch masters in the
1500-1900 period will be on display in the Calvin College Center
Art Gallery Feb. 19 through
March 19.
Co-sponsored by Calvin College
and the Bicentennial Committee
of the Dutch Immigrant Society,
the exhibition will include work
by such artists as Joos Van Cleve,
Rembrandt Van Rijn, Gerard
Terborgh, Jan Steen, Andries Vermeulen and Anton Mauvel.
An official opening is scheduled for Feb. 19, from 7 to 9 p.m.

Hope grad picked
for Bach festival
Hope graduate Alfred Fedak
has been selected to participate as
an organist in the Kalamazoo
Bach Festival to be held later this
month.
Fedak, who graduated in January, is one of 12 artists selected
from 150 performers who auditioned last month.
The participants will perform
two concerts on Feb. 28 at 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m. in Stetson Chapel on
the campus of Kalamazoo CoUege.

Art gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Mon. through Fri., and 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sat. Displays are
free of charge'and open to the
public.

present ordinance which states
that patrons of community establishments cannot park their
vehicles longer than two consecutive hours in the parking areas
provided by the business establishments. Patrons who violate the
ordinance will be subject to fines
or will have their vehicles towed
away at the owner's expense.
Frank Whitney, general manager for the Board of Public Works
debated for a 50 percent increase
in a tuition reimbursement program under consideration to be
provided for city employees. The

program was designed to serve
high school graduates who presently work for the city. Speaking
on the program and its present
lack of funds, Whitney said, "We
think this limits us from encouraging employees to further their
educations." Whitney told the
council that the program was especially suited to help young
people who were interested in
studying business and accounting
and wished to continue working
for the city after college. The
proposal was carried unanimously
by city council

FOR SALE - CRAIG 8-TRACK
PLAYER STEREO COMPONENT
ASSORTED TAPES, TAPE
CARRYING CASE...$30.00
CALL...2127

HEAVENSWORTH
appearing at the
HOLIDAY INN
February 2nd thru 28th

.'.V. REDEEM THIS C O U P O N & SAVE* V T T T i T T T M

FREE
SMALL
FRENCH FRIES
C*

I I McDonalds
^

We Do It All For You

Xmnmn

W/ANV PURCHASE
1 per customer S
, EXPIRES 4/1/76
MON. THRU
THURS.
CLOSED SUNDAY!
657 E. 8th ST.
AT HWY..31 9
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Forensics squad
wins 4 trophies
The Hope forensics squad came
home from the annual Wayne
State Invitational in Detroit with
four trophies to add to its coUection.
Freshman Mike Engelhard won
first place in extempore speaking.
Second place in persuasion went
to junior Wendy Greenwood.
Marion Voetberg, also a junior,
won third place in after dinner
speaking.
The team won the second place
trophy for over-all points.
Today Hope is hosting a state
forensics meet. Speaking will begin at 4 p.m.

HOLLAND'S
CROSS-COUNTRY
SKI SPECIALISTS
184 RIVER AVENUE, HOLLAND
DOWN FILLED JACKETS AND VESTS
VASOUE HIKING BOOTS
BACK PACKS AND BOOK BAGS
»*«*«*«****««***«#*«««•»«««

-WIFE WANTED-

Mon.-Fri., 9 'til 9...Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9 -5:30

SERIOUS BLACK BUSINESSMAN
SEEKS CLEAN, EXTREMELY
BEAUTIFUL, VIRTUOUS BLACK
MILLIONAIRESS TO LOVE AND
MARRY. RELIGIOUS, VEGETARIAN
PREFERRED.
TELEPHONE: (313) 921^118

TELEPHONE: 396-5556

Four
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No dues due
The Student Congress is to be commended for its support of the individual's
right to do as he or she pleases. Now# if
only they would be consistent. Forcing
"community" on residents of a dorm is as
severe an infringement on an individual's
rights as the Quartering Act.
Community is a feeling that develops
spontaneously when the conditions are
right. It is not something that is created by
forcing students to determine parietal
hours together. Surely a student has a right
not to participate as much as he or she has
a right to participate.
But dorm councils aren't the main
culprit in the Student Congress's recent
decision. Dorm fees are an unjust way of
making an individual become part of a
"community." And increasing them, as the
Student Congress has recommended be
done, is only increasing an unfair situation.
Community does not develop by levying
a tax on a student for the innocent mistake
of being assigned to a particular dorm and
then spending the student's money on an
activity he or she may not support. How
many students spend $5 or $10 every year
on a Valentine's Day party they have no
interest in attending?
If we must have dorm dues, make them
voluntary. Decide on the activity and then
collect the money from those who support
the activity. Even if the fees must be
collected ahead of time, dorm councils
have no right to make payment mandatory.
The policy of "no dues, no key" that is
implemented every fall is an'abuse of
authority.
The feeling of "community" in dorms is

something that is nice if it happens, but
not catastrophic if it doesn't The only
obligation a student has to the others in his
or her dorm is to respect their rights. The
artificial creation of unity by forcing students to participate in dorm activities is
not only unfair, but contrary to the very
principles that make "community" a desirable end.

You can't say
we didn't try
Last week, for the second time, we
asked students to call the anchor office
with their answers to the question "What
most needs to be changed at Hope?" We
would like to thank the few students who
cooperated.
As we received only six responses, ail of
them different, there was no "most common response" to the question for us to
investigate. However, the suggestions we
received, ranging from changing drinking
rules to getting the college back to its
Christian foundation, will be implemented
in future articles.
After the failure of this attempt to
sound out the student body as to their
concerns and interests, we're tempted to
agree with the student whose answer was
"95 percent of the students should be
exchanged for some with intelligence.
Hope students are apathetic, have a lack of
concern and a lack of dedication, both
human and academic."

'DrV?'.

February 28 as we need time to make the
necessary pairings and to notify all concerned, so that things go smoothly. In this
way, we can pair you with a youngster who
has similar interests and concerns, making
it a pleasant time for all.
Many of you in the past have visited the
college on one of these trips, and have
indicated a willingness to help me out by
acting as a host for visiting students. This
information would help guarantee that all
who visit will be staying with current
students who genuinely welcome a visitor
and I'm certainly hopeful that enough of
you will extend a friendly hand from this
end.
You certainly need not be from the east
coast to get involved. Regardless of where
you're from, your help in this upcoming
'exodus' from the east is really necessary.
These trips in the past have proved mo^
successful in terms of those who have^
visited enrolling at Hope.
This success is due .to the positive
experience , they have while on campuswhich means that you as a student body
are largely responsible for this success.
This word of "thanks" from me-for
without many of you helping, my task
would be that much tougher, and it takes
all of us pulling together to get the job
done . . . to get any job done. : 4
Bill Vandenberg
Eastern Admissions Representative
continued on page 5, column 1

WASHINGTON-The United States has
just signed a new military treaty with
Spain. In exchange we will, of course,
supply the Spanish with armaments so we
can keep our bases there.
It seems that we can't make a deal with
any country without giving them arms in
exchange for friendship. There is a suspicion that the State Department has been
influenced by all the TV game shows and it
seems to me that since the American
people pay for most of the military aid, we
should at least be permitted to watch the
U.S. hand out the stuff on television in a
game show format.
This is just a suggestion. Every week the
State Department would produce a TV
program called "Let's Make a Treaty."
Henry Kissinger would be the master of
ceremonies and the audience would be
made up of ambassadors from all the
countries of the "free world."
He would call out a number and the
ambassador from that nation would jump
up on the stage.
Henry would say, "Where are you from,
sir?"
"Zambia," the ambassador would reply
excitedly. (Applause)
"All right. I'm going to ask you a
question. If you can answer it correctly I
will give you $100 million. Are you
ready?"
The ambassador, jumping up and down,
says "Yes, yes."
"The question is: 'Who is the President
of the United States?"
The ambassador hestiates. "Gerry
Ford?"
"That is correct!" Henry shouts, and he
counts out $100 million. The ambassador
hugs and kisses Mr. Kissinger as the audience goes wild.
"Now don't go away," says Henry.
"You can keep the $100 million or give it
back to me in exchange for what is behind
one of the three curtains over there. Joan
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Letters
As we've done for the past seven years,
arrangements are now being made for
perspective students from the east to visit
the campus. Between 40 and 50 high
school seniors and juniors from New York
state will be arriving on campus mki-moming, March 17 and departing Friday night,
March 1, between 10 and 11 o'clock.
Housing and hosting is needed for the
nights of March 17 and 18, a Wednesday
and Thursday.
The same number will be visiting from
New Jersey in early April, due to arrive
mid-morning on April 7 and depart Friday
night, April 9, also between 10 and 11
o'clock. Housing and hosting is needed for
the nights of April 7 and 8, a Wednesday
and Thursday.
The help of any current student who
lives on campus and who takes the time to
read this, will be greatly appreciated. If
you would be willing to accommodate
either one or two visiting students from
New York and/or New Jersey, on either
one or both of the above mentioned dates,
please stop by at either the admissions
office, the chaplain's office or the student
activities office and leave with any of them
the following information: your name and
year at Hope, your campus address and
phone number, your academic interest
arid/or intended major, any extra-curricular
activities you are involved in (athletics,
theater, music, student government, campus media, etc.).
Please be sure to do this no later than

Hi Dr. '0't
|

The anchor welcomes letters from all
interested persons. All letters received will
be printed, providing space permits and the
letter is not judged by the staff to be
libelous.
No consideration will be given to unsigned letters, but names will be withheld
upon request. Letters should be submitted
to the anchor office, located in the basement of Graves Hall before 7 p.m. on
Wednesday.

Braden, will you tell us some of the prizes
that are behind the curtains?"
"Henry, we have the new version of the
Hawk missile, a 1976 Super Sherman tank,
a year's supply of cruise missiles, a complete nuclear energy .plant which will be
installed absolutely free, and a squadron of
F-15 fighter planes."
"All right, Mr. Ambassador," Henry
says, "do you want to keep the $100
million or do you want t a go for the prizes
behind the curtains?"
The ambassador clutching-the money
looks out at the audience. "Keep the
money," some ambassadors scream. Others
yell, "Go for the curtain."
The ambassador says to Henry, "Can I
consult with my government?"
"I'm sorry, we don't have time. What's
it going to be?"
The ambassador hands back the $100
million. "I'll go for what's behind the
curtain."
The audience applauds loudly.
"All right," Henry says. "He's going for
what's behind the curtain. We have curtain
number one, curtain number two and
curtain number three. Which one will you
choose?"
The ambassador hesitates as the audience shouts out, "TWO!" "ONE!"
"THREE!"
Finally, he says, "Curtain number
three."
The curtain opens and there is a pile of
rotten wheat.
The audience groans.
"Well, Mr. Ambassador, it looks like
you made a mistake. But since you've been
such a good sport we've got a consolation
prize for you. Joan, what's the consolation
prize?"
Ms. Braden pushes away the pile of
rotten wheat and behind it is a brand-new
nuclear submarine.
Henry, grinning, says, "You gave up
$100 million in cash, but you have won a
new nuclear submarine which is worth
$450 million! Here are the keys to it."
The audience goes crazy as the ambassador jumps up and down and rushes over
to the nuclear submarine and climbs up on
the conning tower.
Henry, beaming, says to the audience,
"Well, that's it for tonight, folks. If you are
an accredited member of any freedom-loving country in the world and you would
like to be on 'Let's Make a Treaty,' write
to me at the State Department for tickets.
All the prizes given away on this program
were donated through the courtesy of the
American taxpayer in the interests of
world peace. Thank you, God bless you,
and we'll see you all next week."
(c) 1976, Los Angeles Times
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Hearts and Minds painfully reflects Vietnam
by Phillip Virgen

Paring this bicentennial year,
we will be paying tribute to the
men, women and events that
shaped our country's beginning.
There will be a good deal of
flag-waving, red, white and blue
bunting will be draped over anything and everything, and innumerable speeches will be given
proclaiming the glory and greatness of America. But amidst the
history and the hype, many
Americans will be reflecting on
the past. Hearts and Minds is a
part of that deep and often painful reflection.
Hearts and Miiids is a controversial and revealing look at the
logic which led to our involvement in Vietnam. The emotional
impact of the film is tremendous.

and the implications are incalculable.
As co-producer/director Peter
Davis says, Hearts and Minds is a
movie about the war. "It is neither
pro nor anti-American: it is an
attempt to understand what we
have done and what we have
become. It is more psychological
than political, and it is not a
chronology of the war as much as
a study of people's feelings."
What director Davis has done is
to show Americans what we did
to Vietnam and what Vietnam has
done to us. He pricks our national
conscience deeply with a series of
interviews with Vietnamese civilians, American veterans and political leaders. We listen to a griefstricken man who shouts, "What
have I done to Nixon so that he

Letters cont.
continued from page 4
Remember last week when you
were going to dinner and decided
to help those people doing the
communications survey by filling
one out?If you were one of the
276 who did fill in a survey, this
article is about you. Even if you
weren't one of these lucky people,
the results are still pertinent; your
activities fee helps to pay for the
subject in question: the anchor.
The survey's purpose was to
try and find out what students
felt was good and bad about the
anchor; what should be kept, what
should be thrown out and what
could be improved.
Statistically, the student body
was fairly represented. Of the 276
total responses to the question
"sex," answers were 137 "female," 139 "male," and one "occasionally."
In terms of their academic
major, 147 majored in some area
of the sciences, 123 in humanities.
Hope's younger populace showed
up fh stronger force on the survey
than the rest of the student body,
with 82 freshmen, 75 sophomores, 60 juniors and 41 seniors.
In general, those surveyed
thought well of the anchor. To
the question "Do you think the
anchor's reporting is accurate?,
228 replied "yes" and only 27
"no."
When asked if feature stories
went into enough depth, 167 gave
affirmative answers to 92 negative
ones. Finally, 198 people said that
they thought the anchor serves its
purpose well against 54 who felt it
did not.
Specific portions of the anchor
that were popular included feature columns (listed as the section
read first by 85 individuals), the
anchor's layout (reflected by the
179 who felt there was a good
balance between photos and
copy) and the revised front page
format of the paper (preferred by
117 people to the 89 who disliked
it).

comes here and bombs my
country?" An aging Vietnamese
standing amidst the rubble of his
bombed home points to a pile of
wreckage and says, "I used to
raise my pigs here," and then
moves over to a gaping bomb
crater which was once his kitchen.
These scenes ^ and others as
equally shocking and shameful are
contrasted with former President
Nixon's words: "Throughout the
war in Vietnam, the United States
has exercised a degree of restraint
unprecedented in the annals of
war." These words haunt one's
mind and linger like a vile taste in
his mouth as you see shots of
napalmed babies, body bags and
artificial limbs.
One of the most appalling sequences in the film is when a

(All the heads we
thought of were too blase)
This, is not to say that all
comments about the anchor were
positive. Despite the general belief
that there was a good balance
between photos and copy, many
called for more photos. Opinions
on this aspect of the paper ran
approximately three to one in
favor of more photos over more
copy (95-30).
Some interesting
surprises
came to light regarding several
sections of the anchor. Despite
the fact that it was not given as a
choice for the section of the
anchor read last or not at all,
many individuals went out of
their ways to state that sports
were overemphasized.
>
Another section of the anchor
had the unhappy distinction of
being both the least often read
first, and the most often read last.
Only three individuals in our survey read the anchor's religious
columns before any other, while
no less than 99 read it last or not
at all.
Also lagging behind in popularity was the editorial column,
read first by 16, last or not at all
by 58:
In light of the survey's results,
we would like to make the following recommendations to the
anchor. We feel the most important change concerns the staffing
of the anchor. At present it appears that there is a lack of
aggressiveness in seeking out
stories and in stimulating controversial writing.
The survey pointed this out in
the > question regarding the
anchor's bias, or lack of it. Only
21 of the 276 felt strongly enough
about the anchor to take either of
the extreme positions of coverage
bias; 14 saying that all points of
view are well-covered, 7 that the
anchor was one-sided. Those taking the safe middle ground of
"some view points are covered"
(175) and "somewhat biased
coverage" (72) were by far the
majority.

Anchor ' reporting, in our
opinion, generally does not generate any strong feelings in people.
This is reflected in the often blase
headlines. We strongly encourage
increased student input to combat
this tendency. Students without
the time, or inclination to be
regular reporters should be encouraged to contribute as freelancers whenever they wish to.
At its best, the anchor is a
student participatory newspaper,
getting information (rated the
paper's most important function
by a vast margin) from all sectors
of the student body. We also
advocate more aggressive reporting by the staff.
To this end we propose two
specific actions. First, a central
bulletin board for student suggestions for stories, similar to Saga's
"Beef Board." Second, academic
credit awarded according to relative position. A possible breakdown might be one credit for
regular reporters, two for section
editors, and three or four for the
main editor.
The English department's Apprenticeship in Writing course
could encompass this allocation of
credits, possibly as it is already
structured. This would give the
Staff of the paper more incentive
to put out better work.
We would like to see this
greater student input to the
anchor. In 1970, the anchor staff
was 60 strong, and one almost had
to audition to get on it. At
present there are only 20 people
regularly involved in the creation
of the anchor.
To all Hope students, we really
encourage you to get up and out
to make the anchor the paper it
could be. Make use of your right
to write; contribute your ideas
and your stories t o your newspaper, the anchor.
Doug Irons
John Zook
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hysterical Vietnamese woman begins to clamber down into the
grave of a loved one. She is so
broken-hearted that she must be
forcibly pulled off the half-buried
casket. This tragic scene is immediately followed by General
Westmoreland who calmly stated,
"The Oriental doesn't put the
same high price on life as does the
Westerner. Life is cheap in the
Orient. As the philosophy of the
Orient expresses it, life is not
important."
What appears to be a cheap
trick in order to make a point is
really something quite different.
The importance of the scenes is
not their sequence, but the fact
that these things actually happened. The frightening realization
of all this was a glimpse of the
perverted logic that seemed to be
representative of too many Americans during the course of the war.
One begins to believe as Daniel
Ellsberg said, "It's not that we
were on the wrong side, it's that
we were the wrong side."
But the true import of the film
is not found in the obvious
ironies, the blatantly racist statements of Westmoreland, or the
callous attitudes of two G.I.'s who
treat two Vietnamese prostitutes

as something closer to animal
rather than human beings. These
are only the pitiful expressions of
something which lies deep within
the reasoning of the American
people.
It proclaims the ideology of
"might makes right" and is akin
to the excuses used by tyrants
claiming "the divine right of
kings." Hearts and Minds is an
examination of the effect the
Vietnamese war has had on American people. It seeks to expose the
fallacies and erroneous beliefs
held by them which echoed the
words of President Johnson,
"Make no mistake about i t . . . we
are going to win."
What is the purpose in telling
all this? Is it because, as our
embittered and disabled veterans
insist, "You're gonna hear it all,
I'm gonna sit down and make you
puke on your dinner, because I
have to live with it every morning
as long as I live"? No, it is not
enough to point out warts on our
faces, we must ask ourselves the
same question the filmmakers
asked a pilot after the war had
ended, "Have we learned anything
from all this?" He says, "I think
we're trying not to. I think I'm
trying not to, sometimes."

Economics historian
to speak Monday
Dr. William Campbell, an. economics historian at Louisiana
State University, will present a
series of lectures at Hope on
Monday.
Campbell is considered an
authority on Adam Smith, the
founder of economics. He will

present a public lecture at 2:30
p.m. in Wichers auditorium on the
topic "Adam Smith and the Contemporary World." Earlier in the
day he will make two classroom
presentations on the theme
"Some Enduring Questions on
Political Economy."
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Change due to Title IX

Mortarboard taps men
by Leslie Doscher

Mortarboard, a traditionally female organization, has gone coed.
Since 1918, Mortarboard has been
a national honor society for senior
women. Recognized, pr "tapped"
in the spring of their junior year,
the women become active members in their senior year and pommit themselves as a group to some
goal of their choice. The group
may choose to be strictly an
honorary organization, or a service organization, or it may
choose some more specific goal
centered around some specific
group concern,
v
Mortarboard 1975 began its
year by sponsoring a tea for transfer and foreign students to welcome them to Hope and to introduce them to others who were
experiencing similar successes and
problems upon entering our college community.
Then the Mortarboard national
office informed the women of
Mortarboard that the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
was requiring all single-sex organizations on the basis of Title IX
to rectify the inequality of membership by removing references to
the sex of a candidate as a criterion for membership. This
equalization was required to take
place by June 1, 1976, at the risk
of all federal funds being withheld
from the respective colleges if any
organizations refused to comply.
A special national conference
was held by Mortarboard last
October in Kansas City, to determine what could be done to
comply with Title IX, while preserving the traditionally female
tone of the organization.
None of the options - were
strongly favored by Hope's chapter of Mortarboard, but after long,
fhistrating discussions about how
admitting men would change the
essential nature of the group,
Hope's representative to the conference, Laura Camp, reported
that the delegates had voted
strongly in favor of considering
men for membership. The decision brought a general sense of
relief to Hope's Mortarboard
membership.
But the tension was by no

means over. The resolution to
consider both sexes for membership had to be ratified by each
chapter. Letters arrived from
other chapter presidents, urging
Hope not to ratify the amendments to Mortarboard's constitution,'but to seek a Congressional
exemption, such as the one
presently covering social sorority
and fraternity memberships.
Debate ensued about how
Hope members should vote, and
the ultimate dilemma arose when
the ratification ballot arrived with
the text worded in such a way as
to give the members no clear cut
way to approve or disapprove the
decision to admit men to Mdrtarboard.
Disgruntled and disappointed
over the ambiguous ballot, Hope's
Mortarboard president sealed the
ballot and returned it to the national office, eagerly awaiting the
results and wondering if all the
other chapters had been as confused'during voting as Hope's
chapter had been.
The answer arrived in early
January, the amendments had
been ratified and Mortarboard
would be admitting men as of
1976. Immediately some practical
problems arose; namely, the prospect of considering twice as many
people this year for membership.
All juniors with at least a 3.0
GRA would have been considered,
making as many as 225 people
eligible.
The process of choosing people
for "tapping" is long and drawn
out. Hope is permitted to tap
between five and 35 junior men
and women, and those tapped
must be chosen unanimously.
With a present membership of 17
women, the prospect of considering 225 people seemed to be an
unmanageable task. So, with some
reluctance. Mortarboard voted to
raise the minimum GPA for consideration to 3.3, which still left
approximately 125 junior men
and women eligible for tapping.
The preliminary work for tapping has already begun. All eligible juniors have been contacted
by mail and have been asked to
submit a list of professors who
know them well and can speak
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about them. Professors have also
been contacted and asked to indicate which eligible juniors they
feel confortable speaking about.
Within the next month, present
Mortarboard members will be
talking to professors, R.A.'s and
roommates, trying to gain general
impressions about those eligible,
so that the present members can
vote intelligently for members of
Mortarboard 7 6 .
Hope's Mortarboard chapter
has been advised to tap early this
year, preferably by April, because
Mortarboard '76 must send a
representative to the National
Triennium (the national conference held every three years) in
June. This year the delegates will
be confronted with the task of
rewriting the by-laws for Mortarboard as a co-ed organization.
When May Day rolls around
this year, Hope students will
notice a slight change in the Pine
Grove, where the Mortarboard
tapping ceremony has traditionally been held. May Day will n o
longer be a strictly "female" celebration; men will be tapped as

JAPANESE A R T - T h e work of 16 Japanese artists is represented in the
exhibit of Ukiyo-e art currently being shown in the art gallery of the
DeWitt Cultural Center. The collection of woodcut prints will be shown

well as women.

through February 14.

Letters cont.
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Looks forward to pledging
With this year's rush season in
full swing, Hope students should
start looking forward to that
zany, madcap occurrence which
follows rush like the tail follows
the horse-pledging. Those of us
that have been treated to more
than one of these festivals are
already aflutter in anticipation of
the yearly whirlwind of pranks,
good-natured hazing and just plain
fun that accompanies the initiation process.
There are, however, those bitter cynics among us who object to
the frolicsome antics of the various fraternal and social orders;
who find the attempts to develop
fellowship, unity and a sense of
mature responsibility in the
pledge classes both pointless and
an imposition on those not participating; and who, to tell the
rest of us the truth, would rather
see the whole mess eliminated.
Well, I hope we're big enough not
to let a few poor sports spoil our
fun!
If in the past some of the
pledge activities have seemed
somewhat adolescent to a small
minority of the Hope community,
even those misguided individuals
mentioned above can feel confident in this respect regarding this
year's pledging. Recently I've
been in contact with officers of
several fraternities, and they have
disclosed to me some of the special events planned for the coming
indoctrinations.
Junior Tom Van Tassel, Arkie
Vice President in Charge of Calisthenics, has informed me that
aside from the usual daily routine
of 5,000 sit-ups and 10 miles of
roadwork normally required of
pledges, this year's class will also
be expected to rid the world of a
major disease, and irrigate no less
than 90 percent of the now totally desolate Mojave Desert as
pledge projects.
Sophomore Paul Dieterle,
Knickerbocker Ambassador to
Mexico, has reported that, due to
some scattered disapproval to last
year's 'Greased Pig Chase,' this
popular spectacle has been
stricken from the calendar. The

KHN executive committee has de- historic facts will be the addition
cided to replace it with a discon- of some humorous dialogue betinued favorite of past years- tween colonists and soldiers. It
'Duck Night' in Van Zoren Li- was mentioned that the original
brary.
clash had cost 17 patriots their
•This event consists of the lives, but Sven quickly injected
Knick actives releasing three or that
this
year's > casualties
four hundred ducks and geese for shouldn't come anywhere near
the dedicated pledges to recapture "that.
or shoot with guns. Have no fear!
The list could go on and on,
The entire student librarian staff but the point is that the fraterniwill be standing by to see that it ties are finally putting forth an
effort to make pledging a meandoesn't get out of hand.
Not to be out-zanied, the ingful period of mental and spiritPrater's Social Chairman, Sven ual growth. I n addition, it loeks
Anderson, related that their pledg- like the rest of the campus is in
ing will have a bicentennial twang for one great gag after another. It
this year with the big event being almost makes one wish that
a comic recreation of the tragic pledging could last all year long.
Battle of Bunker Hill. The producMark McCullough
tion's main departure from actual
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Library named pubiic
policy research center
Van Zoeren Library was recently designated a Center for
Public Policy Research. This
means that the publications by
the American Enterprise Institute

for Public Policy Research (AEI),
whose purpose is to provide objective analyses of national and international issues, will be available to
Hope students.
The Institute's areas of concentration are economics, law, government and foreign policy. In
addition to scholarly studies on
various national policy issues, the
AEI publishes a series of LegislaDr. Paul Hesselink, a 1962 tive Analyses; a bicentennial lecHope graduate, will present an ture series, America's Continuing
organ recital in Dimnent Memorial Revolution; and the basic guideChapel, Sunday at 8:30 p.m.
books used in the national interHesselink is currently a profes- collegiate debates.
sor of music at Longwood College
AEI also produces a continuing
in Farmville, Va. Hesselink's pro- series of televised public affairs
gram will include a number of programs which feature face-tomodem American pieces.
face discussions of major public
Having recently completed the issues by authorities of varying
requirements for the degree of views. The library receives these
Doctor of Musical Arts in Organ, debates on audio cassettes and in
Hesselink teaches organ, harpsi- printed form. These materials are
chord and music theory at Long- housed in a separate area on the
wood.
m^in floor of the library.

Chapel hosts
organ recital
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Join Reliable Ski Haus for a day of cross
country ski touring and fun in the woods.
Our expert cross country guide and instructor will assist you in having a great time
while improving your touring technique.
Our first tour is being planned for Saturday Feb. 7 and will cover a lovely stretch of
the Allegan Forest. As an ecology sport, we
are hoping that everyone will sign up for car
pools and conserve gas for the trip. Come in
to sign up at the Ski Haus, or call us. The
cost is only $2.00 per person. Rentals are
available and will be reserved for tourers
until Thursday evening.

SO LET'S GET TOURING AND HAVE
A GREAT TIME...!

UteUaMe,

?/ am

Open Mon. & Fri. 9:30-9
Tues., Thurs., Sat. 9:30 - 5:30
"v 'iiaj

*Has drinking ever not been a topic on college
campuses? In 1915 Henry Jacobs was awarded
second place in the National Prohibition oratorical
contest in Topeka, Kansas. The text of Jacobs'
oration, which was published in the anchor, predicted "Our country, when once thoroughly
aroused, will tear from her bosom this venomous
s e r p e n t . . . I am convinced that, in the name of
patriotism, in the name of Christianity, in the name
of true liberty, a nobler citizenship will rise in
mighty protest against this ancient, blighting curse,
this criminal of all the ages."
*The irreverence of students in chapel was criticized
in an editorial written at the request of "students
who have asked us to make special note of this
evil." The editorial asked, "Is Hope College still
permeated with that wholesome Christian atmosphere with which its founders saw the institution
rise, or has it succumbed to the unmanly, characterlessening tendency of making light of serious matters?"
*In 1915 the anchor had just completed a change in
format from a monthly magazine to a weekly, four
page newspaper. Although many had their doubts
when the change was proposed, one skeptical
alumnus was willing to give credit where due. "I am
now creditably informed that those in charge see
their way out financially, and my own perusal of
the papers has persuaded me that it is possible to
issue an interesting paper week by week."
^Oratory seemed to be Hope's forte in the early
1900's and prohibition seemed to be the favorite
topic for orations. Irwin J. Lubbers, who later
became president of Hope, won first place in a state
prohibition contest. The order of the speakers in the
contest had been determined by lot. After Adrian's
representative delivered "The Present Problem of
Democracy," "Then came Irwin with 'Our National
Parasite.' We all know his oration and his manner of
deliveiy. He filled the chapel with his big voice and
held his audience by his earnestness."
*The college decided in 1915 to change its calendar
to semesters instead of trimesters.
*An editorial on American patriotism was especially
heartened by the editorials of German-American
newspapers. "They are written with deep sorrow,
but assert that there is but one flag under which

A PRESIDENT FOR PROHIBITION-lrwin J.
Lubbers has been a well-known name at Hope
from the days In 1915 when he was winning oratorical contests speaking in favor of prohibition
to the present as his name lives on in Lubbers Hall.

German-Americans will ever fight-the Stars and
Stripes." The editorial went on to say that American patriotism "is not dead; it is not a pretense or a
figure of speech; it is not a rash, impulsive jingoism.
It is a noble, glorious reality."
^Prohibition was such a prominent issue that there
was a College Prohibition Association and a prohibition class. The course consisted of six lectures on
various phases of liquor. Included were the "educational phase," the "psycho-physical phase," the
"political phase" and the "ethical phase."
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Lose 2nd MIAA contest

Cagers lose to Albion, 77- 62
The men's basketball team lost
its second straight MIAA contest
Wednesday night, dropping a 7762 decision to the Albion Britons.
The Dutchmen stayed close in
the early going, with the score
tied 14-14 at the 11:50 mark of
the first half. The Britons started
running more in the next few
minutes, however, and with Hope
not getting back to protect against
the break, Albion moved to a
20-16 edge at the midway point
of the first half and stretched that
lead to 35-27 at intermission.
The Britons continued to expand their lead in the second half,
upping it to 17 at one point. The
Dutchmen staged several comebacks after that, pulling to within
six points with 8:38 remaining
and to within seven at the 4:27
mark. Albion refused to collapse
on its home-court, however, and
the Britons, increasing their lead
in the late stages of the contest
with some timely free-throw
shooting, eased in with a 77-62
triumph.
Charity tosses were the key to
the Albion victory, as the Britons
hit 19 of 29 shots from the line,
while Hope connected on only 8
of 19 free-throws. Jim Knudson

and Kevin Huffman paced Albion
with 18 points apiece, while Chris
Peterson and Duane Boyce were
Hope's only offensive weapons,
hitting 20 and 19 points, respectively.
The win moved Albion's league
record to 4-2, with Hope falling to
a 2-4 slate in the MIAA.
In the freshman basketball
game, Albion knocked off the

Dutchmen frosh, 86-72.
Last Saturday, Hope dropped a
game at Olivet, falling to the
Comets, 85-72. Peterson had 22
points in that contest, while Kevin
Clark chipped in with 12 points
and Boyce garnered 10.
Hope's next game is tomorrow
night at the Civic Center, where
the Dutchmen will once again try
to defeat the Calvin Knights.

B- ball team defeated
by Olivet and Calvin
The women's basketball team
lost two crucial MIAA contests this week, falling 56 t o 48 at
Olivet last Thursday, and dropping a 56 to 46 decision to visiting
Calvin Tuesday night. The setbacks lowered Hope's record to
1-4 overall, and 1-2 in the league.
Hope never held the lead
against the Calvin Knighties as the
Fritas were plagued by foul
trouble from the start. With Mime
Baar, Jean Lambert and Jan
Buelow out much of the game,
Hope was unable to stay even
with
the
tough
rebounding
Knighties.
The fouls took their toll at the

free throw line as well with Calvin
hitting 22 of 38, while Hope was
9 of 20. Pat Muyskens led Hope
with 12 points, and Sue Dirkse
had 10. Calvin had balanced scoring with Sherrie Blaine's 14, Sue
Johnson's 13, Deb Broene's 12
and Bonnie Knaack's 11.
The Fritas travelled to Kalamazoo yesterday and will host Alma
Tuesday, then Adrian Thursday.
Both games are in the Armory.
Thursday's preliminary will have
Hope's 3-1 JV's take on Adrian's
JV's. The victories came over
Grand Rapids Baptist and two
over Glen Oaks, including Tuesday's 58-48 win.

Eight

Activities Calendar
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY
6
Movie: The Longest Yard, Winants, 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.,
$1.00
Coffee House: Guy and Pipp Gillette, Pit, 9:00, 10:15 &
11:30 p.m.
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY
7
Movie: The Longest Yard, Winants, 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.,

$1.00
Basketball: Calvin, Civic Center, 8:00 p.m.
Coffee House: Guy and Pipp Gillette, Pit, 9:00, 10:15 &
11:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
10
Women's Basketball: Alma, Armory, 7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
11
Wrestling: Olivet, Gym, 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
12
Women's JV Basketball: Adrian, Armory, 8:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball: Adrian, Armory, 6:30 p.m.
Speaker: Wayne Campbell, Dimnent, 11:00 a.m.
OPUS Valentine's Day Poetry Reading, Pit, 8 : 0 0 p.m.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
12
Movie: The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man In the Moon
Mangold, Winants, 7:00 & 10:00 p.m., $1.00
Coffee House: Dick Jennings, Pit, 9:00 to 11:00 p.m.
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY
14
Movie: The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man In the Moon
Marigold, Winants, 7:00 & 10:00 p.m., $1.00
Open Jam for all interested musicians, Pit, 9 p.m. to ?

Intramurals provide
athletic involvement
"It is far more important that a
man should play something himself, even if he plays it badly, than
that he should go to see someone
else play it well." This quote by
Theodore Roosevelt states, in a
nutshell, the philosophy of Hope's
Intramural
and
Recreational
Sports program. To be of service
to all the college's students is,
indeed, a primary goal of the
phys. ed. department.
"We'd like to see all the students involved in some recreational or physical activity," Dr.
William Vanderbilt, head of the
men's I M program,, said recently.
"In fact," ! he continued, "one of
the big 'selling points' of the new
Phys Ed Center was that it will be
an activities center for all students, not just the varsity caliber
athlete."
Recognizing the need, and in

Recital to be
given Friday

the desire to serve all of J-Iope's
students, this week we are starting
the anchor Intramural Sports
Corner. We feel also that the intramural athletes deserve credit
and recognition for their accomplishments
and
contribution to the total Hope College
"experience."

Women's track and
field meeting today
Women's track and field prospects for 1976: remember the
organizational meeting today at 5
p.m. in the Phelps Conference
Room. Attendance is important.

Valentine
Gifts and Cards

BAKER BOOK HOUSE
PREGNANCY
A PROBLEM...?

Violinist Jane Vandenberg and
French homist James Wildgen will
present a joint senior recital this
evening at 8 p.m. in Wichers
auditorium.
Vandenberg will perform selections by Beethoven, Massenet and
Sarasate. Wildgen will be playing
pieces by Britten, Cherubini and
Telemann. The public is invited;
admission is free.

Call Birthright..396-5840
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
-CONFIDENTIAL-

186 River Avenue

Stop by and try your luck at
#

WEDNESDAY
NITE IS PITCHER

NIGHT...50c and
MORE OFF
PITCHERS FROM
9 O'CLOCK!

CRAZY HORSE
200 EAST 8th

Pinball-featuring the "Wizard"

•Air Hockey
•Electronic Games
•Fooiball
Hours: Monday through Friday

^•9 p.m.
Saturday
noon 'till lOjun.

rt»

When someone drinks too
mueh and then drives, it's the silence
that kills. Your silence.
It kills your friends, your
relatives, and people you don't even
know. But they're all people you
could save.
If you knew what to say,
maybe you'd be less quiet. Maybe
fewer people would die.
What you should say is, "I'll
drive you home." Or, "Let me call a
cab." Or, "Sleep on my couch
tonight."
Don't hesitate because your
friend may have been drinking only
beer. Beer and wine can be just as
intoxicating as mixed drinks.
And don't think that black
coffee will make him sober. Black

coffee never made anyone sober.
Maybe it would keep him awake
long enough to have an accident.
But that's about all.
The best way to prevent a
drunk from becoming a dead drunk
is to stop him from driving.
Speak up. Don't let silence be
the last sound he hears.

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y
BOX 2 3 4 5
ROCKV1LLE, MARYLAND 20852

A-i

I don't want to remain silent.
Tell me what else I can do.
My n a m e is
Address
City

State

Zip

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

O

